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Abstract

Ontology matching technique aims at determining the identical entities, which can effectively solve the ontology heterogeneity problem and implement the collaborations among ontology-based intelligent systems. Typically, an ontology consists of a set of concepts which are described by various properties, and they define a space such that each distinct concept and property represents one dimension in that space. Therefore, it is an effective way to model an ontology in a vector space, and use the vector space based similarity measure to calculate two entities’ similarity. In this work, the entities’ structure information is utilized to model an ontology in a vector space, and then, their linguistic information is used to reduce the number of dimensions, which can improve the efficiency of the similarity calculation and entity matching process. After that, a discrete optimization model is constructed for the ontology matching problem, and a compact Evolutionary Algorithm (cEA) based ontology matching technique is proposed to efficiently address it. The experiment uses the benchmark track provided by Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) to test our proposal’s performance, and the comparing results with state-of-the-art ontology matching systems show that our approach can efficiently determine high-quality ontology alignments.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been successfully been applied in various domains [19-25]. As one of them, Semantic Web (SW) attracts more and more attentions. As the kernel technique in SW, an ontology can provide a formal definition on the domain knowledge. However, due to human’s subjectivity, the knowledge in different ontologies could be described in different ways. To enable collaborations among ontology-based intelligent systems, it is critical to integrate the knowledge in different ontologies. To this end, ontology matching technique becomes the research hot spot in the SW domain, which dedicates to find the identical entities (e.g., classes and properties) in different ontologies. In general, the procedure of matching ontologies can be divided into two phases: the calculation on the entities’ similarity values, and the determination of the identical entity mappings. Typically, an ontology consists of a set of concepts which are described by various properties, which define a space such that each distinct concept and property represents one dimension in that space [3]. Therefore, it is an effective way to model an ontology in a vector space, and use the vector space based similarity measure to calculate two entities’ similarity. Tous and Delgado [8] takes the predicates as the references, and on the basis of the relationship between the predicates, each entity is represented as a vector. They further propose a similarity measure based on a matrix representation of all the ontology entities, and update the similarity values inside through a graph matching algorithm. Eidoon et al. [3] make use of the concepts and properties in two ontologies to construct a multi-dimension vector space model, and then vectorize each entity by a weighting mechanism. They calculate two entities’ similarity value through the cosine function in the vector space. The existing works mainly model the ontology in the vector space by utilizing the taxonomy information, i.e. the relationships between the entities, whose hereafter matching results could be poor if two ontologies have different structures. To address this issue, we further take into consideration the entities’ linguistic information when vectorizing them, which can also reduce the number of vector dimensions and enhance the confidence of the similarity calculation.

Moreover, since the process of determining the identical entity mapping set, i.e. the ontology
alignment, is a complex and time-consuming task. Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) can represent a suitable methodology to find the high-quality alignment [1]. GAOM [9] is the first ontology matching system that utilizes EA to optimize the alignment, which constructs a discrete optimal model for the ontology matching problem. Alves et al. [2] improves GAOM by introducing the local search strategy into the algorithm’s evolving process, and they also take into consideration the information of the instances when calculating two entities’ similarity value. More recently, Xue and Wang [14] propose a Memetic Algorithm (MA), a hybrid EA, to solve the ontology matching problem in the Linked Open Data cloud (LOD). The existing EA-based matchers are implemented on the population evolving mechanism, which requires huge memory consumption. To overcome this drawback, in this work, a novel optimal model for the ontology matching problem is constructed, and then, a compact EA (cEA), which replaces the population with a probability representation, is proposed to efficiently determine the high-quality alignment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the ontology and ontology matching problem; Section 3 present the method that models an ontology modeling in the vector space; Section 4 describe in details the cEA-based ontology matching technique; Section 5 presents the experimental studies and analysis; finally, Section 6 draws a conclusion.

2 Ontology and Ontology Matching Problem

An ontology is defined as 3-tuple \((C, P_d, P_o)\), where \(C\), \(P_d\), and \(P_o\) are respectively referred to the set of concepts, datatype properties and object properties. In general, \(C\), \(P_d\), and \(P_o\) are called ontology entities. Since different ontologies are developed and maintained by different domain experts, the knowledge in them could be described in different ways. To bridge the semantic gap between two ontologies, we need to determine an ontology alignment. In particular, an ontology alignment is an entity mapping set, where each mapping is a 4-tuple \((e, e', =, simValue)\) where \(e\) and \(e'\) are respectively the entities from two ontology, \(=\) is the relation of equivalence between \(e\) and \(e'\), and \(simValue\) is the similarity value between \(e\) and \(e'\).

A similarity measure takes as input two ontology entities’ information, and outputs a real number in \([0, 1]\) to show to what extent they are similar. In particular, 1 means they are identical, and 0 means the opposite. Similarity measure is the foundation of an ontology matching technique, which directly affects the quality of an ontology alignment. In this work, we utilize the cosine similarity measure to calculate two entities’ similarity value, which is defined as follows:

\[
cosine(x_1, x_2) = \frac{x_2 \cdot x_1}{\|x_1\| \|x_2\|}
\]

where \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) respectively corresponds to two entities in the ontologies. Before calculating two entities’ cosine similarity value, they should be respectively represented in the vector space. With respect to the ontology representation in the vector space, please see also Section 3.

It is obvious that, if the golden standard alignment is 1:1, the quality of an alignment is proportional to the cardinality of it and the mean similarity value of all entity correspondences inside. On this basis, we propose the following metrics to approximately measure the quality of an ontology alignment:

\[
r(A) = \frac{|A|}{\min\{|O_1|, |O_2|\}}
\]

\[
p(A) = \frac{\sum simValue_i}{|A|}
\]

\[
f(A) = \sqrt{r(A) \cdot p(A)}
\]

where \(O_1\) and \(O_2\) are two ontologies under alignment, and \(A\) is an alignment between them; \(|O_1|\), \(|O_2|\) and \(|A|\) are respectively the number of entities inside \(O_1\) and \(O_2\), and the amount of mappings inside \(A\); \(simValue_i\) is the \(i\)-th entity mapping’s similarity measure, which is defined in Eq. 1. Particularly, \(r(x)\) approximately measures the fraction that the amount of correct mappings found divided by the number of all correct mappings, \(r(x)\) approximately calculates the fraction that the quantity of correct mappings found divided by the number of all found mappings, and the \(f(x)\) is the mean value of them.

\[
\max f(X)
\]

\[
s.t. \quad X = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{|O_1|})^T
\]

\[
x_i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, |O_2|\}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, |O_1|
\]

where \(|O_1|\) and \(|O_2|\) are respectively the cardinalities of two ontologies \(O_1\) and \(O_2\), \(x_i\) is the \(i\)-th correspondence, a decision variable \(X\) in the solution space corresponds to an ontology alignment in the problem space, and the objective function is to maximize the alignment’s \(f()\).

3 Ontology Vectorization

3.1 The Dimension of Vector Space

Model an ontology in a vector space is to make a vector space that any of its dimensions represents a concept or a property of two ontologies. In particular,
dissimilar concepts or properties will not be duplicated in the vector space, and the vector space should fully cover all the concepts and properties that exist in two ontologies. In this work, the vector space is built by extracting all concepts, datatype properties and object properties from two ontologies as the dimensions. Then each entity is presented as a vector in this vector space with a weighting mechanism.

Given a source ontology and a target ontology, the dimensions of vector space are built as follow:

\[
\{ C_{src} - C_{anchor}, C_{anchor}, C_{tgt} - C_{anchor}, P_{d, src} - P_{d, anchor}, P_{d, anchor}, P_{d, tgt} - P_{d, anchor}, P_{o, src} - P_{o, anchor}, P_{o, anchor}, P_{o, tgt} - P_{o, anchor} \},
\]

where \( C_{src}, C_{tgt}, P_{d, src}, P_{d, tgt}, P_{o, src}, P_{o, tgt} \) are respectively two ontologies’ concept set, datatype property set and object property set; \( C_{anchor}, P_{d, anchor} \) and \( P_{o, anchor} \) are respectively the identical concepts, datatype properties and object properties.

The determination of the anchors of concepts and properties can be of help to reduce the vector space’s dimension number and introduce the linguistic information of the entities when vectorizing them, which can reduce the computation complexity on the entity similarity calculation and improve the robustness of the matcher especially when two ontologies has different structures. In this work, the hash tables are utilized to determine the entity anchors by using their labels or comments, then a weighting strategy is used to vectorize each entity.

### 3.2 Entity Weighting Approach

#### Concept weighting

In this section, we present the weighting formulas on a source concept, and a target entity’s weights can be calculated in a similar way.

Let \( c \) be a source concept dimension or anchor concept dimension, a source concept \( x \)’s concept weight in this dimension is calculated as follows:

\[
w_c(x) = \begin{cases} 
\text{dist}(x, c), & \text{if } x \text{ is } c \text{'s sub - concept} \\
\text{dist}(x, \text{ROOT}), & \text{if } x \text{ is } c \text{'s supper - concept (6)} \\
1, & \text{if } \text{dist}(x, c) = 0, \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \text{dist}(x, c) \) is the shortest path’s length between \( x \) and \( c \) in the concept hierarchy graph, and \( \text{dist}(x, \text{root}) \) (or \( \text{dist}(c, \text{root}) \)) is the shortest path’s length between \( x \) (or \( c \)) and \( \text{ROOT} \) that is the root node of the concept hierarchy graph.

Let \( p_d \) be a source datatype property dimension or anchor datatype property dimension, a source concept \( x \)’s datatype property weight in this dimension is calculate as follows:

\[
w_{p_d}(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } x \text{ has } p_d \\
0, & \text{otherwise (7)} 
\end{cases}
\]

Let \( p_o \) be a source object property dimension or anchor object property dimension, a source concept \( x \)’s object property weight in this dimension is calculate as follows:

\[
w_{p_o}(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } x \text{ is } p_o \text{'s domain or range} \\
0, & \text{otherwise (8)} 
\end{cases}
\]

For the target concept dimensions, the target datatype property dimensions and target object property dimensions, \( x \)’s concept weights in the corresponding dimension are 0.

#### Datatype property

Weighting Let \( c \) be a concept dimension, a datatype property \( x \)’s concept weight in this dimension is calculated as follows:

\[
w_c(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } c \text{ has } x \\
0, & \text{otherwise (9)} 
\end{cases}
\]

Let \( p_d \) be a datatype property dimension, a datatype property \( x \)’s datatype property weight in this dimension is calculate as follows:

\[
w_{p_d}(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } x \text{ and } p_d \text{ have the same name} \\
0, & \text{otherwise (10)} 
\end{cases}
\]

For the object property dimensions, \( x \)’s object property weights are 0.

#### Object property weighting

Let \( c \) be a concept dimension, an object property \( x \)’s concept weight in this dimension is calculated as follows:

\[
w_c(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } c \text{ is } x \text{'s domain or range} \\
0, & \text{otherwise (11)} 
\end{cases}
\]

Let \( p_o \) be an object property dimension, an object property \( x \)’s object property weight in this dimension is calculate as follows:

\[
w_{p_o}(x) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } x \text{ is } p_o \text{'s domain or range} \\
0, & \text{otherwise (12)} 
\end{cases}
\]

For the datatype property dimensions, \( x \)’s datatype property weights are 0.

### 4 Compact Evolutionary Algorithm Based Ontology Matching Technique

Since matching ontologies is a complex and time-consuming task, EA becomes a suitable method of addressing it [13-18]. In this paper, we further propose a compact EA-based ontology matching technique, which replaces the explicit representation of the population with a probability distribution to save the memory consumption. Here, we empirically choose the Gray code [5], which is a binary encoding mechanism,
to encode an alignment to ensure cEA’s evolving efficiency. An example of the encoding mechanism is shown in the Figure 1, in particular, Gray code 000 means a source concept is not mapped to any target concept.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Concept</th>
<th>Target Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Adventure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Animation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fantasy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Tragedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The individual’s chromosome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>001</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>010</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>000</th>
<th>000</th>
<th>000</th>
<th>110</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. An example of encoding and decoding mechanism

cEA uses a Probability Vector (PV) [12] to characterize the population. A PV’s dimension is equal to the number of a solution’s gene bit, and each dimension’s range is [0, 1]. In particular, the value in each PV’s dimension represents a probability of being 1 on a solution’s corresponding gene bit. Therefore, we can utilize a PV to generate different solutions. For example given PV= (0.1, 0.3, 0.5) T, we first generate three random real numbers in [0, 1], say 0.6, 0.2 and 0.4. Since 0.6 > 0.1, 0.2 < 0.3 and 0.4 < 0.5, the newly generated solution is 100. In each generation, we will update PV by moving it to the elite. In particular, given an update step st, if the gene value of the elite solution is 1, the corresponding dimension number of PV will increase by st, otherwise decrease by st.

Given the maximum generation MaxGeneration = 2000, the step length for updating PV st = 0.1, the pseudocode of cEA is given in Algorithm 1. In each generation, cEA generates a new solution through PV, and tries to update PV through the competition between it and elite solution. When all the elements in PV is 1 or 0, cEA converges.

Algorithm 1. Compact Evolutionary Algorithm

**** Initialization ****
for \( i = 0; i < PV\text{.length}; i++ \) do
\[ PV_i = 0.5; \]
end for

**** Evolving Process ****
while generation < MaxGeneration do

solution_new\_elite = generate a solution through PV;
geneneration = 1;

[winner, loser] = compete(solution_new\_elite, solution_new);
if winner == solution_new then

solution\_elite = solution\_new;

end if

for \( i = 0; i < PV\text{.length}; i++ \) do

if winner_i == 1 then
\[ PV_i = PV_i + st; \]
else
\[ PV_i = PV_i - st; \]
end if
end for
generation = generation + 1;
end while

5 Experimental Studies and Analysis

Testing Cases and Experimental Configuration

In the experiments, the benchmark track provided by the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) are used to test our approach’s performance. Each testing case in the benchmark track consists of two ontologies under alignment (a source ontology which is a seed ontology, and a target ontology which is a variance of the seed ontology) and a reference alignment for evaluating the ontology matcher’s effectiveness. We compare cEA with VBOM [3] and GAOM which are respectively the state-of-the-art vector space based matcher and the EA-based matcher [9]. CEA uses the parameters (see also Section 4) which represent a trade-off setting obtained in an empirical way to achieve the highest average alignment quality, VBOM and GAOM’s configurations are referring to their own literatures. The results of cEA and GAOM shown in the tables are the mean values of thirty independent executions. In order to compare with different matching techniques, in this work, we use the recall, precision and f-measure [7] to evaluate an alignment’s quality. In particular, given a reference
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alignment $A_{\text{ref}}$, the recall, precision and f-measure of an alignment $A$ are defined as follows:

$$\text{recall}(A) = \frac{| A \cap A_{\text{ref}} |}{| A_{\text{ref}} |} \quad (13)$$

$$\text{precision}(A) = \frac{| A \cap A_{\text{ref}} |}{| A |} \quad (14)$$

$$f\text{-}measure(A) = \frac{2 \cdot \text{recall}(A) \cdot \text{precision}(A)}{\text{recall}(A) + \text{precision}(A)} \quad (15)$$

Essentially, precision and recall are the ratio of the number of true positive ($| A \cap A_{\text{ref}} |$) on that of the retrieved correspondences ($| A |$) and those expected ($A_{\text{ref}}$), respectively, and f-measure is their harmony mean [4].

Table 1 and Table 2 compare our approach with VBOM and GAOM by carrying out the T-test statistical analysis [6] on the alignment’s quality. All the competitors are run for 30 independent executions on each testing case, and thus, we need consider the critical value for 29 degrees of freedom, which is equal to 2.045.

Table 1. Comparison of the alignments in terms of f-measure and standard deviation $\text{stDev}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>VBOM</th>
<th>GAOM</th>
<th>Our Approach</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f-measure (stDev)</td>
<td>f-measure (stDev)</td>
<td>f-measure (stDev)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>Language Generalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>Language restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.01)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.01)</td>
<td>No specialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>0.90 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.01)</td>
<td>Flattened hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>Expanded hierarchy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.01)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.02)</td>
<td>No instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.99 (0.01)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.02)</td>
<td>No restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.02)</td>
<td>No properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.01)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.01)</td>
<td>Flattened classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.98 (0.01)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.01)</td>
<td>Expanded classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task1: Ontologies with similar labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Task2: Ontologies with similar structures and different labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f-measure (stDev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>0.91 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>0.91 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>1.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>0.95 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>0.91 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.81 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task2: Ontologies with similar structures and different labels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Task3: Real Ontologies with different labels and structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f-measure (stDev)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>0.61 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>0.59 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.51 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.86 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task3: Real Ontologies with different labels and structures

Table 2. T-Test statistical analysis on the alignment’s quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>(Our Approach, VBOM) $t$-value</th>
<th>(Our Approach, GAOM) $t$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t$-value</td>
<td>$t$-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>24.49</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task1: Ontologies with similar labels
As can be seen from Table 2, the alignments obtained by cEA are all better than or equal to VBOM and GAOM in all three categories of testing cases. Particularly, VBOM does not perform well when matching ontologies without label and structure information in task1, and all three competitors perform well in task2 whose ontologies have similar structures. Our approach models an ontology in a vector space, which allows it to take full advantage of the ontology entity’s linguistic and structure information to distinguish identical entities, and models the ontology matching process as a discrete optimization problem, which can ensure the alignment’s quality when the ontologies under alignment lack of label and structure information. In addition, VBOM and GAOM respectively requires 72,602 and 156,480 bytes in average for matching each testing cases, while cEA’s mean memory consumption on each testing case is only 38,610 bytes, which improves VBOM and GAOM by 46.81% and 75.32%, respectively.

In Figure 2, X-axis is different ontology matchers and Y-axis is the f-measure value. As can be seen from Figure 2, our approach’s f-measure is 0.9, which outperforms all the OAEI’s participant in terms of f-measure. Since evolutionary approaches are efficient in finding an isomorphism between the subgraphs modeling the two ontologies, particularly when the considered ontologies are characterized by a significant number of entities [10-11]. The quality of the alignments obtained by our approach is in general better than those by the state-of-the-art ontology matching systems without using evolutionary approach. To conclude, our approach can efficiently determine high-quality ontology alignments when matching various heterogeneous ontologies.
6 Conclusion

Ontology matching aims at finding identical entities in different ontologies, which can bridge the semantic gap between heterogeneous ontologies and integrate the knowledge inside. To efficiently matching ontologies, in this work, we first model an ontology in a vector space with entities’ linguistic and structure information, and then utilize two vector’s cosine distance to measure the similarity of two corresponding entities. On this basis, we further model ontology matching process as a discrete optimization problem, and propose a compact EA to address it. The experiment utilizes OAIE1’s benchmark track to test our approach’s performance, and the comparing results show that our approach can determine high-quality ontology alignments with low memory consumptions.
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